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Below:  This one is sure to draw a lot of attention at Geneseo this year.  It looks remarkably like another photo of the aircraft in the Danish muse-
um, but it’s Mike Isermann’s model!  The Neilsen and Winther Type Aa was built from an enlarged version of the plan by Don DeLoach which 
appeared in FAC News #263.   Mike’s model spans 23 inches, weighs 60 grams, has a 9.25” prop, and carries an amazing level of detail, right down 
to the realistic turnbuckles.                              Isermann photo 

The Nats are coming! 

Here’s a shot from 

Geneseo 2011 to get 

everyone into the right 

frame of mind.  While 

most families go on 

vacation to unwind, 

the Escalantes do the 

opposite!   Karin hangs 

onto the model while 

Mike cranks in the 

turns and Erika keeps 

count in the WW II 

Combat mass launch. 

 

     Bob Clemens photo 
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 Membership brings you six issues of the Flying Aces Club 
News, and all the grins that come with being a Junior 
Birdman.   

 When the Dreaded Red X shows up in that circle next to 
your address label, it is time to renew your membership.   
Please note:  the DRX is the only notice you will receive.  
Memberships will not be back dated so any missed issues 
of the newsletter will have to be purchased.  (For back 
issues, see below.) 

 Your renewal date will be printed on your newsletter 
mailing label so the DRX won’t sneak up on you.   

 If you would like to use the PayPal option to send your 
dues, go to:   flyingacesclub.com  and click on 
“membership.”  The PayPal button is at the bottom of the 
page.  Pick your location (US, Canada, or Overseas) and 
hit the button.   

 You can still send a check through the good old mail ser-
vice.   Use the form below, or any reasonable facsimile.   
Please make checks payable to:  Flying Aces Club   

 Canadian and Overseas members, please use PayPal 
(preferred) or send checks payable in US dollars. 

 Change of address - please note - the post office does not 
forward bulk mail so be sure to handle this promptly or 
you will miss an issue! Send your new address, or any 
questions about your membership to:    

Flying Aces Club, 9154 Eldorado Trail 
Strongsville, OH  44136     
 

       or email to    -     join@flyingacesclub.com   

FAC News BACK ISSUES  in limited numbers are available 

for $5.00 each.   Send orders for all back issues to:  

    Blake Mayo, 3447 Adelaide Drive, Erie, PA  16510 

Plans  -   Remember the Songbird II from Sky King?  Chris Starleaf 
has drawn up a real sweet twin for us! The Cessna 310 at 27.5” span 
would be a great place to start if you’ve never built a multi-engine 
rubber-powered model.  There’s a photo of his beautiful model on 
the back cover.   And from the archives we have a Vought Kingfish-
er from Modernistic Models on either floats or wheels.  It’s in Pea-
nut Scale, but should scale up nicely.  It won’t qualify for the Mid-
way event, because there weren’t any there in ‘42, but if you put red 
stars on it, it would definitely get you into the Harfang Russian 
event.  The Ruskies got some via Lend Lease.   

M e m b e r s h i p   
I n f o r m a t i o n  

Flying Aces Club Membership Form  Flying Aces Club Membership Form  Flying Aces Club Membership Form          

Name:_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Address:___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
City:______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
State/Prov:____________Postal Code:_____________Country_______________________ 
 
 

Email:______________________________________Phone:_________________________ 

Please make checks payable to:   

Flying Aces Club       and send to:   

9154 Eldorado Trail 

Strongsville,  OH   44136 

Annual dues in $US: 

 $20  USA 

 $28  Canada 

 $40  Overseas          

      New              Renewal              
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Greetings Junior Birdmen, 

 A slight departure on our cover this month.  Tom 

Hallman’s design for the 2012 Nats Tee shirt was too good 

to pass up!  The image is only slightly rearranged to fit the 

page, but it will give you a good idea of the layout and col-

ors on the shirt.  I know you won’t be able to resist adding 

one to your wardrobe.  The ordering info is below.  

 Our CinC continues to recover nicely from his re-

cent surgery, and will be back in harness in time for the 

Nats.  There are a couple of "issues" that will be addressed 

in the next exciting edition of "News on the Wing."  Stay 

tuned!  

 I hope you’ll take a good look at the first item in 

our S.O.S. column this month.  The AMA Nats in Muncie, 

IN is in need of some help to run the FAC events.  This is a 

golden opportunity for the FAC to show its stuff to other 

branches of the modeling community.  If you’re in the 

neighborhood, please consider stepping up and showing 

our (new) flag.     

 And speaking of our new flag...the winning design 

has been selected and will be unfurled for the first time at 

the Nats this year.  Thanks to all who submitted designs 

for consideration!   

  I have to confess that my least favorite part of 

this job is assembling the Gone West column, but I under-

stand that it’s “part of the deal.”   We owe our flying bud-

dies a farewell salute on their final flight.  The recent 

string of losses among the leading lights of our club  has 

been particularly difficult.   One in this issue hits close to 

home for me.  Gordy Roberts was a friend, and was a 

mainstay in the Stork Squadron here in Cleveland from 

the very beginning.  He was well known throughout the 

FAC as a fierce competitor, and at the same time one of 

the gentlest of gentlemen.  He will be missed.  Dennis 

Norman has composed a poem in his honor, and we are 

pleased to be able to present it in these pages.   

 That terrific photo that graced the cover of our 

last issue came courtesy of photographer John Blackie 

and used with the permission of the Pensacola News Jour-

nal.  He was at the Gathering of the Turkeys last Fall to 

record the action for the local paper.  Apparently some 

slovenly editor chopped off the caption and credit on the 

bottom of that cover.  I’ll be investigating to find the cul-

prit.  Meanwhile, a belated thanks to John and the PNJ!   

  See you on the flying field!      

               Rich Weber   “Wingnut” 

 

2012 NATS Tee Shirts are available to all!  Contestants 
are asked to pre-order (see the NATS Registration 
form.  

This year the design was done by Tom Hallman, and it’s 
a beauty.  Price is $12.00.  Add $3.00 for size XXXL.   

If you’re unable to attend the contest, but would still like 
a shirt, you can order one from our club “Keeper of the 
Stuff” Bubba Mayo at the address below.   Add $3 for 
postage or ask a buddy going to the NATS to order for 
you and save on the S&H.  Order deadline is July 1. 

Don't send your decision to buy one or more to some 
purchasing committee. Order now. There will be very 
few if any over runs produced. In other words...this shirt 
is already a collector item! 

Blake Mayo  
3447 Adelaide Dr. 
Erie, PA  16510 

        Make checks payable to Flying Aces Club.   
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* Here is one I enjoyed read-

ing.  Born to Fly by Shane Osborne 

is the true story of the P-3 Orion 

and its crew that was knocked out of the sky by a rene-

gade Chinese fighter.   

 One more:  Bogeys and Bandits by Robert Gant 

details the making of a USN fighter pilot and does a great 

job in detailing what our present day carrier pilots have to 

do to qualify.  It has a few surprises and is well written.   

 Happy reading!             Fran Ptaszkiewicz 

 

* I have a copy of Roberta Benjamin’s  A Gift of 

Dreams.  A book about building and flying model air-

planes;  rc, Free Flight, etc.  If any of our FAC members 

would like to read it, I can be reached at the address be-

low.  I’m 81 years old, and have been modeling since I was 

a kid; Free Flight, indoors, outdoors, rc, sport, racing, etc.  

AMA member since 1963, and FAC member for about 10 

years. 

 Sal Cerrie 

 513 Silliman Ave. 

 Erie, PA  16511 

-  Send your favorite aviation book title to the editor. 

FAC Book Nook 

---   We are in need of volunteers 

to help run the FAC events at 

this year's AMA NATS/USOC in 

Muncie , Indiana. The FAC 

events are going to be held 

Wednesday, August 8, Thursday, 

August 9 and Friday, August 10, 2012.  

The volunteers need to be well-acquainted with all as-

pects of FAC events, ranging from processing, judging, 

scoring and posting times. The FAC Event Director will 

have overall responsibility and report directly to the 

Free Flight Contest Director.  

This is a rewarding experience and an opportunity to 

give back to the Free Flight community.  

We can't do it without your help.  

 

 Contact me at:  wmpjshailor@comcast.net  

Thanks for your support!  

 

 Bill Shailor  AMA NATS/USOC Free Flight  

 Contest Director, 2012 

 

---   Editor Frank Fanelli has put out a plea for Free 

Flight model plans to be published in Flying Models 

Magazine.   

 108 Phil Hardin Road 

 Newton, NJ 07860  

  http://www.flying-models.com/contact/  

 

---  In the early 1950s there were a couple of pretty good 

kits made by, I believe,  the same manufacturer.  One 

was for an indoor model called a "Featherette" - a guy 

could cover it with condenser paper or microfilm. They 

might have even included a small bottle of mic in the 

box.  It was a small airplane with about a 20-22" span and 

a shallow "V" dihedral. 

  

The other kit was a "Chickadee" - an outdoor rubber cab-

in model very similar to the "Jimmie Allen"  that has had 

a resurgence lately as old timer guys fly them with a 

whimper of early youthful nostalgia. (In the UK nostal-

gia is considered a mental sickness...but I digress.) The 

'Chickadee' had a slab sided fuse with paper covering the 

top and bottom, sheet wood tail and a built up single 

spar, paper covered "V" dihedral wing and a conventional 

(tail dragger) wire landing gear - wood wheels included. 

It had a small windshield for those discerning flyers 

who demanded their airplane model ought to have some 

notion of visual relativity to general aviation. On 2 loops 

S.O.S. 
of 1/8" T-56 brown and a free wheeling prop with 200 

turns it would fly quite well.  

I have no hope of ever finding a Chickadee kit. However, 

I am searching for a plan of the type. There is no one on 

the entire west coast of the United States that has ever 

heard of this combine. Even those glorious individuals 

who taunt their existence as experts of model aviation 

history think I am just nuts.  It would offer some solace to 

my beat up and bruised ego, though, if I could just even 

locate someone, some single individual, with enough 

functioning brain synapses who could read these words 

above and actually recall that they are true thoughts and 

not just rambling, random mental sparks of a worn out 

Boeing engineer who is actually very near brain dead but 

doesn't quite know it just yet.  

  

They came in light yellow (cream colored) paper covered 

boxes with black ink printing and graphics (sketches)

of the finished airplanes on the box top. The kit boxes 

were 'shoebox' style about 2.75" wide x 1.0" deep and 16.0" 

long.   Someone, help me, please!                       

    Dan Tracy 

            danieljtracy@msn.com 
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FAC HALL OF FAME NOMINATIONS 2012 

Here is a list of your candidates for this year’s class of the class. They qualify for what they have done to promote the suc-

cess of the Flying Aces Club. You may vote for three of the nominees. The top three vote recipients will be inducted at 

the FAC-NATS banquet on July 21St.  

Record your votes by July FIRST with FAC Secretary Mike Isermann at balsabug@gmail.com or 15006 Hollydale, Hou-

ston, TX 77062. 

PHIL COX: A master modeler who builds museum quality flying models exudes FAC Spirit upon all those who have had 

the pleasure and good fortune to study under his tutelage. To place second to him is an honor more worthy than any Ka-

none. Soft spoken and always a gentleman, Phil is an individual anyone would do well to emulate. As an elder statesman 

for the Calumet Escadrille and ambassador for the FAC at so many contests, Phil has gotten it right since day one. “Doing 

it right” defines Phil. 

BILL HENN: Fabulous designer…prolific builder…creator of unique and terrific flying models…intense competitor…

and he shares all his knowledge with any and all who take a moment to read his articles. He has been published in just 

about every model newsletter across the country and now on the web. His writings cover every aspect from the prop to 

the tail and even include how to research and display one’s documentation. 

TOM NALLEN II: Son and student of HOF member Tom Nallen I, Tom “2” is one of the “youngest” long time members 

of the FAC. Tom was an original FAC Council member and also served on the Board of Directors. His opinions on FAC 

matters have been based upon many years of experience as both competitor and administer. And as said before, he is a 

pretty good builder and flier…inspiring others with word and deed. 

VIC NIPPERT: He started with gliders at age eight in Elmira, NY. He skipped a few classes so he could “wing walk” full 

scale gliders at Harris Hill where he frequently ended up as ballast for two-seaters. After college, Tena, and two kids, he 

started a local club…seven of the original 14 went on to become aeronautical engineers. Vic was into AMA power scale 

when he met Dave Stott near a teepee who was launching a rubber powered Comet P-38…via the spinners…back over his 

head! FAC Spirit has been in his blood ever since and travels the country to participate in FAC events. He started the Olde 

Rhinebeck Squadron, has been a CD, NFFS VP, FAI Team Selection Committee member, FAC NATS Non-Scale Champ, 

and now mentors Science Olympiad students. Vic, truly a renaissance modeler, has been published in all major model 

magazines and this newsletter.  

CHRIS STARLEAF: On the forefront of building models the rest of us only dream about, his great looking and flying 

models inspire us to press our own envelopes of excellence. On and off the field he helps the membership from judging 

at the major venues to helping someone trim a model. He won the Earl Stahl Trophy in 1996 for a Jumbo A-26 and has 

been the FAC-NATS Grand Champ in 2000 and 2002. He has been published many times; especially in FLYING MOD-

ELS. Chris is currently a GHQ Councilman and FAC Board Vice President.  

STU WECKERLY: One of the FAC’s most successful competitors who just happens to “get it.” Stu is most quiet and fo-

cused during a contest (you should see his tomes of notes!), but ask a question and he’ll take as much time as needed for a 

newbie or experienced FAC’er alike to understand a concept for a more successful flight of their model. Stu has had 

many innovated ideas advancing our hobby published in several of our FAC model airplane newsletters. 

JOHN HUTCHISON:  Currently the C.O. of FAC Squadron 41, the SCALE STAFFEL Squadron in San Diego, CA.  He is a 

founding member of this first FAC Squadron in California along with Walt Mooney.  He was the first Contest Director of 

WESTFAC at Perris, CA in 2007 and is currently on the WESTFAC Working Committee. He will be the Contest Director 

mailto:balsabug@gmail.com
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The photos show two simple methods of storing long mate-

rials.  To store balsa sheets, try using plastic umbrella bags 

or long document bags, such as those used at Staples.  The 

umbrella bags are often available at department store en-

trances on rainy days.  

 

Long lengths of wire, stringers, tubes and the like fit nicely 

into fluorescent tube protectors, made of a tough, clear pol-

ycarbonate material.  These are used to contain fluorescent 

tubes should they shatter.   You'll have to plug the holes in 

the endcaps.  Try  

gluing in cardboard disks.  The tubes are cheap and can be 

cut down to smaller lengths.  

 

Both methods allow you store a lot of material within a 

small footprint.      ------ 

for WESTFAC IV at Perris in 2013.  He was the first FAC Member in California to be awarded the Blue Max for sixteen 

victories.  John has worked for over 30 years to foster and support model aviation and the FAC in California and 

throughout America. He has been a personal mentor to me and hundreds of other new model builders, teaching them 

building skills and flight trimming as they developed into competitive builders and flyers.   His leadership skills go well 

beyond the FAC. He has worked tirelessly to promote model building and flying with children in the Science Olympiad 

and other youth venues for many years. 
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F7F-2n Tigercat -  note the rear canopy for the radar operator. 

The F7F Tigercat 

& the FAC 

Last month’s announcement that the F7F was eligible for 

FAC WWII Combat events brought to light a very interest-

ing bit of history that involves one of the FAC’s most illus-

trious members.   Thanks to the efforts of Tom Nallen, we 

have some clarification of the story of the Tigercat in 

WWII.   

The earlier statement that the nightfighers were “identical 

in outward appearance and armament to the day fighters” 

needs to be amended.  While the early -2N version had the 

same slim nose as the day fighters, they were two-seaters.  

CinCFAC has decreed that as of 2013, only the F7F-2N ver-

sion will be eligible to compete in FAC WWII Combat..   

Here’s Tom Nallen’s slice of history: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The F7F-3n shown belonged to Marine Fighter Squadron 

VMFn533, of Marine Air Group 24. The “n” in the designa-

tions stood for “night” action, or radar-bearing aircraft. 

These aircraft came to Nan Yuan Airfield, Peiping ( now 

Beijing), China from Okinawa in October 1945 at WWII’s 

end.  The mission was to support U. S. Marines on the 

ground engaged in the repatriation of the 680,000 Japanese 

occupying north China. The Chinese civil war was in full 

swing during this time, making air cover a necessity. 

  

That is me in the photo. I was also in MAG 24 in a radar 

squadron where I worked as a ground controlled intercept 

operator. That means, via radio, we steered interceptor air-

craft towards bogeys until they made visual or radar con-

tact on their own.  

For your information MAG 24 was comprised of 4 fighter 

squadrons, including VMFn533 with the F7Fs. The other 

three squadrons all flew F4U Corsairs. One of the F4U 

pilots at Nan Yuan Field was Captain John Glenn, already 

a veteran of some 59 combat missions in the Pacific thea-

ter. We shared Nan Yuan Field with the Chinese National-

ist Air Force. They were flying captured Japanese planes 

when I arrived there in late spring of 1946. It was a very 

exciting place for a 17 year old high school dropout!  

    Tom Nallen 
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Ever had a plane that just screams 

“fantastic flying” and then drives 

you nuts with everything but? I had a Golden Age P-39 

that did that. It rolled to the right, it rolled to the left, it 

pitched up, it pitched down, it went wherever the gods of 

turbulence wanted and if it did fly, it was as if it was on a 

knife edge the whole time. After lots of CG shifts, trim 

tabs, Foo-Foo Dust, and swearing I finally admitted what I 

knew all along----it was spirally unstable and incurable. 

The cure, as we know, is to bite the bullet and put more 

dihedral in. Lordy, how I hated to do that as not only is it a 

real repair pain but if you go overboard, it really looks 

goofy. Another way is to cut the vertical surface down but 

sometimes that 

looks just as 

weird. In des-

peration, I tried 

an old trick of 

hinging the 

rudder and 

making it “free 

floating” to trail 

however a side-

slip hits it. What 

this does is aer-

odynamically 

eliminates the 

side area of the 

rudder and 

leaves you with 

just the fin area 

as a vertical 

surface. The 

hinging was 

done with short 

lengths of limp fishing line to connect the 2 surfaces—just 

punch a couple of opposing holes, stick the line in them 

and hit with thin CA. WWII fighters tend to have excess 

vertical fin area for our miniature aerodynamic world and 

it worked like a charm. In fact in checking the fin shape 

against some good 3 views, the Golden Age kit is a bit 

oversize anyway. 

 

 According to the theory, you still can have rudder 

trim ability by putting a small trim tab on the free float-

ing rudder. Now by tweaking the tab to one side, it causes 

the rudder to swing the opposite way and exert enough 

     W i n d  W a r r i o r  B a t t l e s  

      T o m  A r n o l d  

force to cause a desired skid. I struggle with this because, if 

anything, it causes the rudder to create a skid, and really is 

not FREE-floating anymore but actually is more “fixed”.  In 

holding the model in the airflow of a house fan, I noticed 

when the tab is bent, the rudder “trails” off to the side a bit 

depending on how far the tab is bent. It does seem to work 

but I am mystified as to HOW it works. 

 

 But life went on and it was sweet. The P-39 was 

tamed down and I loved that long nose and motor length. 

At the last Geneseo festivities, I was trying to qualify my 

world-beater for the WWII mass launch and naturally, the 

wind was howling, tipping over Volkswagens and flapping 

your pant legs 

like flags on 

Harleys. OK, it 

wasn’t that bad 

but it seemed 

like it. During 

the trim 

flights, I was 

launching into 

the wind and 

Ol’Trusty 

would climb 

up at a 45 an-

gle, get as 

high as a tele-

phone pole, 

slow as if to 

stall, then 

push over and 

motor around 

beautifully. I 

first put this 

off to good luck and chance but 3 test flights later after the 

same flight path, I was amazed.  Tentmate Don DeLoach 

remarked that the free floating rudder was working just 

like a competition model in that a small vertical allowed a 

lot steeper climb than I was used to. (See McComb’s book 

for a detailed explanation as to why small vertical surfaces 

allow steep climbs). The P-39 was lost in the bean field on 

the next timed flight after 80 seconds and I never did make 

the mass launch but I really was intrigued over that climb 

ESPECIALLY in that wind. In talking with friend Gene 

Smith, he felt the rudder was only half the story, the other 

half was the rather thick, blunt airfoil of the Aircobra. In 

Detail from the G.A.R. P-39 plan showing the root airfoil.   
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fact, that was one of the appeals of the kit in the first place--

-the airfoil is a semi-symmetrical so that the bottom of the 

airfoil blends smoothly into the belly profile of the for 

scale appearance. I had accepted the inefficiency of it as 

the price you pay for a scale looking model. Gene and I 

had talked to master modeler Clarence Mather years ago 

about the “stall resistant” characteristics of the symmetrical 

airfoil Clarence used on his mass launch racers and were 

aware that it does stack the cards a bit in your favor. Gene 

is also a private pilot and well acquainted with the stall 

characteristics of the Cessna (thin) airfoils and the Piper 

(thick) airfoils. While the Cessna will give you a sudden 

and great view of the ground at a stall, a Piper will mush 

and wallow and lose altitude alarmingly but will not stand 

on its nose readily. There is not an exact transfer of that 

characteristic to models but it is close. His feeling was the 

free floating rudder may have made the climb possible, but 

it was the blunt, semi-symmetrical airfoil that sort of 

mushed over as the model slowed and approached a stall. 

Since there was still a good amount of power left in the 

motor even after the climb, the prop just pulled the plane 

ahead during the mush and started flying again. Pretty 

intriguing and there was only one way to find out; test 

flying a number of models with flat bottomed airfoils vs 

semi-symmetrical and fixed rudders vs free-floating. 

 

 Back in windy Wyoming, I was out in my favorite 

alfalfa field with 2 WWII fighters with the same 24” span 

with free floating rudders and the ability to change from 

flat-bottomed, cracked rib style wings to semi-

symmetrical wings. The same motors and props were used 

(3 loops of 1/8th rubber, 8” Gizmo Geezer prop units, the 

same winds were put in both for each flight) and they 

both had close to scale dihedral or at least as close as the P

-39. My only challenge was somehow to sort out wind fac-

tors over flying factors in the flight as it was breezy and 

turbulent. This was hard and I admit that maybe I mis-

read some things but I did do numerous flights in each 

configuration to look for common behaviors. First I flew 

both with fixed rudders and flat bottom airfoils. The air-

craft could not take steep launches and rolled off quickly 

into the grass and were easily batted around by the wind. 

Next, I released the rudders to float free only and kept the 

B o n u s  P o i n t  Q u i z  

Answer on page 21 
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flat bottom airfoils. The aircraft climbed steeply into the 

wind but then would slow at the top of the climb and stall 

violently and recovering at perhaps half the achieved alti-

tude. This was VERY consistent. Finally, I left the free-

floating rudders on and put on the semi-symmetrical air-

foils. This was the moment. I can report that through nu-

merous flights in strong winds, the models performed 

exactly as the P-39 did----a steep climb into the wind, a 

slowing, a push-over and a flat cruise from that point on. I 

also noticed that it all worked best under full power. The 

times I tried it under half winds, they would stall out mis-

erably and I think that was because there was not the 

ooomph to pull them over the top. You need all the power 

you can get for as long as possible. 

 

 So what’s it all about, Alphie? Well, here is my 

take on it and smarter guys than I may well disagree 

strongly. I can stand to be corrected at any time. I think 

Gene’s and my armchair theorizing was correct regarding 

the reasons for the flight path. However, I will also admit 

that the thin, sharp nosed, flat-bottomed airfoil is far supe-

rior to that blunt Hershey bar semi-symmetrical airfoil 

when it comes to cruise and low sink rate. Years of experi-

ence and even wind tunnel tests have proven that beyond 

a doubt. It also has a sharp, steep and relatively slow re-

covering stall and the greatest example of that is hand 

launched gliders. If you plan on always flying in calm, 

beautiful weather, a nice thin airfoil will bring home the 

bacon every time. 

 

 Having said all that, due to tradition in the FAC, 

all mass launch events seem to be held in hurricane force 

winds and launch directors usually don’t start the count-

down until sun-shades are observed collapsing. In that 

case, the steep climb out of turbulence and push-over are 

much more desired than any dead air glide time. In 

CALM conditions of a mass launch (stop laughing. I am 

trying to make a point here) the semi-symmetrical airfoil 

is toast next to a thin flat-bottomed wing.  

 

 Weasel Clause: This may all rank with the Easter 

Bunny and Peter Pan as far as reality is concerned. I make 

no claims that it is the last word in flying. It may well be a 

lot of mistaken observations and conclusions BUT I have 

observed this long enough to merit building airplanes 

around the phenomena and jumping into competition 

with it. I am hoping a few other guys will try this and let 

me know your results.          

   ----   Tom Arnold 
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Perennial Scale Grand Champ Tom Hallman just completed his latest masterpiece; 

the MiG DIS.  This was his first twin engine project, and it’s sure to be a contender at 

this year’s Nats.  Here he describes how he solved one of the challenges encountered as he built the large 

wing.    

This is the biggest wing 

I've ever covered chord-

wise, so Hung decided to 

introduce me to the woes 

of lengthy sliced ribs.  

This led to numerous 

cracks while handling, so I 

bit the bullet and decided 

to add some stick spacers. 

Whenever I'd done this in 

the past, I'd take a stick 

and cut it to the proper 

height and drop it in.  

That seemed like more 

fussin' than I cared to do, 

since there were going to 

be a couple dozen weak 

spots that needed some 

help.  I had a duh / light-

bulb moment and realized 

that if I sliced a sheet of 

1/32" sheet cross grained, 

then slipped it thru and hit 

with CA, it'd be a simple 

matter to then slice it off 

with the grain, giving me 

a nice and tight 1/32 x 

1/16" stick...and it was fast. 

Using a 1" piece of the 

sheet I was able to quickly 

go down the line.  Mini-

mal weight with positive 

structural reward. 

Can't believe I never did it 

this way in the past! 

            No Secrets 

                   Tips and Tricks from the Aces 
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W o r t h w h i l e  
W e b s i t e  

Auster...the rest of the Story 
From Lindsey Smith 

Remember that neat photo of FACer Lindsey Smith as a 

“dashing young RAF flier” that we ran in the last issue?  

Well we got the “dashing” and “young” part right, but 

Lindesy was in the British Army, not the RAF!   In the in-

terest of historical accuracy, which this publication is dedi-

cated to, we’ll let Lindsey set the story straight.   

 What it is to be famous! Thank you for putting the 

shot of me with my Auster VI in the Newsletter, but I was 

never in the Royal Air Force!  I am wearing Army badges 

of rank and wings, though the flying suit is RAF issue.  

 I learnt to fly in 1957 when the Army took over 

the AOP aircraft from the RAF which had been flown by 

Royal Artillery officers for gunnery spotting, and Glider 

Pilot Regiment pilots for liaison flights. I was a Tanker, 

and one of the first Trainees from so called Teeth Arms 

units to form what was to become the Army Air Corps. I 

was very lucky, as my career from then on consisted of 

two year flying tours interspersed with two year tours on 

tanks.  

 My first troop were Comets in ‘51 then we had 

Centurions in Korea, and later I had a Squadron of Sala-

din and Saracen 6 wheeled armoured cars, interspersed 

with flying tours on Auster VI and IX, Scout and Sioux 

helicopters, and one great tour in Canada with my own air 

force ,one Beaver, three Scout, and Six Sioux. And finally 

for a change of pace, one tour as Army liaison with a Har-

rier Squadron, and my last job, another with a Tornado 

Squadron, 617, The Dam Busters. And yes I did get to ride 

in a Harrier, but not solo! And that’s enough about me.  

    Regards Lindsey  

Here’s one that should be on your list to visit regularly: 

flyingacesclub.com 

That’s right, the FAC website is definitely  worthwhile!  

You can check for the latest announcements from GHQ, 

or double check your model against the Pilot’s Pre-

Launch Checklist.  There’s also listings of race planes for 

the Goodyear, Greve, and Thompson events.  If you’re a 

fan of the Half Wakefield event, there’s an amazing list-

ing of eligible designs that was assembled by Roger 

Moon, which also lists possible plan sources for many of 

the designs.   The FAC Newsletter archive now has the 

first four editions scanned and posted for your enjoyment.  

Take a look at our “roots” as you peruse the pages of the 

earliest editions.    ------ 
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The Erie Daily Times was the “theme model” of the 2011 Outdoor Championships, and is the featured model in 

the “One Design” event for this year.  The event will also be flown at the Non Nats next year so that modelers 

will have another opportunity to fly their creations.  Robert Cross submitted this article to us some time ago, 

and this seemed like the perfect time to run it.  Robert did a little digging into the history of this classic design, 

and we are grateful that he was willing to share it with us.   

 

 It all started with a catalog reference to a model airplane called the Erie Daily Times Junior Pilot.  As a 

lifetime Erieite and model builder, that attracted my attention.  The catalog was from Penn Valley Hobby Cen-

ter in Lansdale, PA.  The year was 2006.  I thought it strange that in 2006 a rubber powered free flight model 

airplane would be advertised bear-

ing a reference to Erie so I ordered 

a kit to satisfy my curiosity.   

 When the model arrived, I 

hastily read from the plan that this 

model was designed in early 1936 

by Alan Engstrom.  I immediately 

recognized the name as a former 

resident of Erie because I remem-

bered meeting him in 1946.  I wrote 

to Easy Built Models, the company 

that prepared the kit, located in Prattville, AL. They responded quickly, but had no more details of the model's 

history.   

 My next inquiry went directly to the designer, Alan Engstrom.  By chance, I had his address in an old 

file.  I wrote him a letter and he called me on March 16, 2007.  He admitted that he was the designer and fur-

ther, that he was the chairman of a 1936 summer flying contest that featured his one-class Times Junior Pilot.    

 He shared the following pertinent information.  Mr. Engstrom was a member of the Model Airplane 

Club of America which sponsored flying contests such as the one in Erie.  Mr. Engstrom had 150 copies of the 

plan printed for the Time Junior Pilot and send them to Erie, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, and Cleveland.  Alan then 

approached his friend Ed Mead.  They grew up in the same NW Erie neighborhood.  The Mead family owned 

the Erie Daily Times newspaper and they became a major sponsor of the contest, and the model got a name 

change.  Alan wrote a weekly column for the Times entitled Aviation, which was primarily an update on pro-

gress in real aviation.  He as also able to get the Erie Exchange Club, a service club, as an additional sponsor for 

the event.   

 A major goal of Mr. Engstrom was to interest young boys in building and flying model airplanes as a 

hobby.  Membership in the Erie Daily Times Junior Pilot Club was one of the incentives.   

 The contest itself was to take place on Sunday afternoon, August 23, 1936 at the Port Erie Airport on 

West 12th Street and Ashbury Road.  Herman Steiner, the manager of the airport, had given his approval to use 

the airport.  Each week in July Alan would promote the contest in his newspaper column, providing infor-

mation on how to get applications to enter, event details, trophies, and awards.  He appointed his friend Hubert 

Hull as contest director.   

The Erie Daily Times  “Junior Pilot”   
by Robert Cross 
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 The contest was rescheduled for August 30th due to some minor problems, and despite the promise 

of "thrills aplenty" in his column that week, the weather on the 30th did not cooperate so the contest was 

moved once again to September 13th.  Alan's column informed contestants that and Erie Times truck would 

be in front of the newspaper building on West 10th St. to take the boys and their model airplanes to the air-

port.  Departure was at 1:30pm. 

 The long awaited day arrived and the competition flying began.  A record crowd of approximately 

2500 people came to watch.  After the meet had started a light drizzle threatened to halt proceedings be-

cause the weight of the small rubber powered, tissue covered models would increase and make them unflya-

ble.  Luckily, after a delay the skies cleared and the flying began in ernest.  Other rubber, and engine pow-

ered events were also flown and at the end of the day, the results were tabulated: 

 

 One-design Times Junior Pilot 

      1st         Donald Kraus @ 1:28 minutes 

      2nd        Bob Kraus @ 1:10 

      3rd         Howard Trampenau @ 0:41 

      4th         Steven Kajenski @ 0:39 

 After the contest was over, the contestants attended an awards banquet at the Erie Moose Club.  Price 

for a steak dinner was $1.00.  Awards and trophies were presented, and all the contestants received a balsa 

propeller as a door prize.   

 As a post script, I had a phone conversation 

with Howard Trampenau, the third place finisher in 

that contest.   He just recently celebrated his 94th 

birthday, and remembers competing at Port Erie in 

1936.  I remember going to that contest too, as a six 

year old boy accompanying my father.  I was most fas-

cinated by the large gas engine cabin models with 

spun aluminum engine cowlings and four foot wing-

spans.  It started an interest in modeling that has 

stayed with me my whole life.  I built and flew models 

through WW II, and while serving in the USAF during 

the Korean War.  I am still an avid builder of rubber 

powered model airplanes and a member of the Flying 

Aces Club.   

One of the author’s two EDT Junior Pilot models.  
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Gone West 

The Flying Ace 

 

He saw the clear blue depth of Summer sky; 

and felt thermals in the lush warmth of their best; 

and stood on meadows in grass waist high; 

dreamed, drew, built and put to test. 

 

From him fragile birds of sticks and tissue with  rub-

ber hearts. 

God’s sun shown through them like stained glass 

beauty bright; 

It called out the colors and details of their inner 

parts; 

As high they soared overhead and sometimes out of 

sight. 

 

His dreams rose far from his touch, but ever closer to 

the touch of his Maker. 

Though he aged, the happy child in him lived and did much; 

and gave, and got, a life of warmth and joy far greater than any taker.                    Dennis O. Norman 

Millard Wells (1921-2012) 

 

Millard Wells, longtime Islamorada resident and accomplished watercolorist, passed away Sunday, February 26, 2012 in 

Arkansas, where he was born.  

 

A member of the American Watercolor Society and a founder and Past President of the Florida Watercolor Society, Mil-

lard exhibited and won awards throughout the United States and abroad. Serving in the US Army during World War II, 

he won 1st place in the National Soldier Art Competition, and his painting hung in the National Gallery of Art. 

 

His reputation grew; he had one person shows at the Bacardi Gallery in Miami and the Ft. Lauderdale Museum of Art, 

among many others.  He travelled the Caribbean and to Europe painting, lecturing and teaching.  He taught college 

level drawing and painting in the Keys. 

 

 “Florida Keys Impressions” written by Mr. Wells was published in 2000. 

In addition to his artistry and other services, Millard exhibited expertise as a glider pilot, sailor, fly fisherman, sports car 

racer, woodworker, model airplane competitor, weather observer 

and astronomer.  He ground the mirror for his personal telescope. 

Millard Wells enjoyed the luxury of earning his living for sixty 

years through the paint that flowed from his brush. 

For further information, Robert Wells 302-479-5301 
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FAC GHQ & Council 
 
 
 
 
 
Blake "Bubba" Mayo - Assistant 
Treasurer 
3447 Adelaide Drive 
Erie, PA 16510 
bkmbubbamail@aol.com 
 
Stew Meyers 
8304 Whitman Drive 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
301-365-1749 
stew.meyers@verizon.net 

 

Dave Mitchell - Webmaster & 
Keeper of the Rules 
230 Walnut St. NW 
Washington, DC 20012 
webmaster@flyingacesclub.com 
 
Jack Moses 
5851 Dawn Ridge Drive 
Troy, MI 48098-5117 
jackmss@att.net 
 

Ross P. Mayo - President & CinC 
4207 Crosswinds Drive 
Erie, PA 16506-4451 
814-836-1299 
CinC@flyingacesclub.com 
 
Roy Courtney  
4221 Lakeshore Rd. South 
Denver, NC 28037 
704-483-3709 
rcourt2493@aol.com 
 
Vance Gilbert 
17 Rockland Ave. 
Arlington, MA 02474 
vance@vancegilbert.com 
 
Mike Isermann - Secretary 
15006 Hollydale 
Houston, TX 77062 
281-480-6430 
Balsabug@gmail.com 
 
Ralph Kuenz - Board Member 
1106 Loeser Ave. 
Jackson, MI 49203 
517-240-0208 
rdkuenz@yahoo.com 

Gene Smith 
1401 N. Husband Street 
Stillwater, OK 74075 
grwhiskey@brightok.net 
 
Chris Starleaf - Vice President 
2469N 4203rd Road 
Sheridan, IL 60551 
815-685-0481 
ccstar1@hughes.net 
 
Paul Stott 
175 Thoreau Dr. 
Shelton, CT  06484 
alfa28@aol.com 
 
Rich Weber - Treasurer & FAC 
News Editor 
9154 Eldorado Trail 
Strongsville, OH 44136 
newsletter@flyingacesclub.com 
join@flyingacesclub.com 
 

Mike Welshans - Keeper of the 
Kanones & Board Member 
976 Pearson 
Ferndale, MI 48220 
mbwelshans@aol.com 
 
George White - Keeper of the 
Squadron List 
5928 Hermitage Drive 
Pensacola, FL 32504 
850-473-0866 
white76@cox.net 
 
Councilmen Emeritus 
 
Pete Azure 
Fred Gregg 
Tom Nallen I 
Tom Nallen II 
Mike Nassise 
Bob Schlosberg 
 
*Note - Names in bold type are 
FAC Board members.   
 
When contacting FAC officers via 
email, please be sure to include 
“FAC” in the subject line so that 
your message isn’t overlooked.   

If you’re ever looking for a 

nice pic of a Pratt & Whitney 

Twin Wasp, we’ve got you 

covered.  Make a copy of this 

graphic and adjust the size 

to fit inside your cowling.  

It’s got enough shading and 

contrast to give a very realis-

tic effect.   

The toughest part is going to 

be finding this pic when you 

need it, so file it now while 

you’re staring at it.   

There were about 30 variants 

of this great engine, ranging 

in horsepower from 600 to 

1350, and it powered a lot of 

different airplanes.   We’ll let 

you figure out which version 

this one is! 
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Wellllll, that depends….. 

If you stick a prop on the nose, you get ten points for 

a low winger, and you’re done.  If instead you put 

props on the front of the engine nacelles, you get 

those ten, plus an additional 25 points for a twin.  If 

you want to wring out every last opportunity for BPs 

from this design, you could stick the props on the 

back of those nacelles, and you would get another 

five.  (Jets can have the props at either end and still 

be considered in “scale” positions.)  So depending on 

how you set up the rubber power, you could get 10, 

35, or 40 points.   

 

We’re looking for more ideas for the BP Quiz.  Send 

along your puzzler to the editor!   

BP Quiz Answer 
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FAC Contest Calendar 

Geneso, NY May 19, 20 Spring Hobo Meet - WNYFFS Mark Rzadca wnyffs@rochester.rr.com 

Wawayanda, NY May 19, 20 Glastonbury Modelers and the Pinkham Field Irregulars Fast Eddie Pelatowski epelatowski@gmail.com 

Flint, MI May 20 CLOUDBUSTER'S FAC FF MEET Chris Boehm merlin236@comcast.net 

Elyria, OH May 20 CLEVELAND FREE FLIGHT SOCIETY FF MEET Jim Gaffney jamesfgaffney@hotmail.com 

Elyria, OH June 3 CLEVELAND FREE FLIGHT SOCIETY FF MEET Jim Gaffney jamesfgaffney@hotmail.com 

Raeford, NC June 2, 3 DAVE REES MEMORIAL MEET Stew Meyers stew.meyers@verizon.net 

Flint, MI June 9 CLOUDBUSTER'S FAC FF MEET Chris Boehm  merlin236@comcast.net 

Rocky Hill, CT June 10 Glastonbury Modelers and the Pinkham Field Irregulars Never Ready Eddie Novak 
www.flyingacesclub.com/2012
pfijune.pdf 

Muncie, IN June 23, 24 McCook Field Squadron Annual FF Contest Stu Cummins stucummins@woh.rr.com 

Flint, MI July 7 CLOUDBUSTER'S FAC FF and PICNIC Chris Boehm merlin236@comcast.net 

Geneseo, NY July 18-21 FAC NATS Stew Meyers stew.meyers@verizon.net 

Elyria, OH July 29 CLEVELAND FREE FLIGHT SOCIETY FF MEET Jim Gaffney jamesfgaffney@hotmail.com 

Flint, MI August 5 CLOUDBUSTER'S FAC FF MEET Chris Boehm merlin236@comcast.net 

Muncie, IN Aug 8 - 10 AMA Nats - FAC Events Bill Shailor  wmpjshailor@comcast.net 

Geneseo NY  August 10-12  Pirate Caribbean Cruise at the WNYFFS - Practice Meet  Mark Rzadca  wnyffs@rochester.rr.com 

Rocky Hill, CT August 12 GLASTONBURY MODELERS "MID-SUMMER MELT" Never Ready Eddie Novak 
www.flyingacesclub.com/
gbmaug12.PDF 

Geneseo NY  August 24-26  Pirate Challenge at the WNYFFS Empire State Free Flight Champs   Mark Rzadca  wnyffs@rochester.rr.com 

Otay Mesa, CA AUGUST 25-26 SCALE STAFFEL FAC FESTIVAL #2 George Mansfield gmansfield75@gmail.com 

Hot off the modelers’ benches… 

1. Roger Willis sent this pic of his new Greve Racer.  The Chambermaid was built 
from Bill Henn’s plan and spans 22”.  Empty weight is 64 grams, which includes a 
Gizmo Geezer front end.     

2. This is what happens when you let your wife and daughter pick the color 
scheme!  Clive Gamble wrote:  “For some while now Sue and the kids get to 
choose a color scheme on my non-scale stuff, all I said was I had to be able to 
find it easily... the boys were out so Sue and Alyssa came up with this.  Should 
be fine as long as I don’t crash into a patch of broken watermellon, or field of 
Rhubarb. Lucky that my photographic skills have dulled the colors somewhat. ”  
The Manulkin Twin Pusher has a 32" span, and 35g for all shown. 

3. Duke Horn sent a shot of his Jimmie Allen Bluebird,  built from a Jim O'reilly 
short kit   She weighs 110grams dry. Flight tests forthcoming. 

4. The Fokker F.V is a Pseudo Dimer built by John Ernst from a plan by Dave Stott.  
She tips the scales at 17 grams.   

      All photos from the builders 
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2 1 

4 3 

The 2012 Harfang Challenge was a bit less arduous this year as Winter 
was a no-show, but the gallant men of the Escadrille carried on the 
tradition.  Above:  Octavian Aldea cranks the winds into his Ten Cent 
Dewoitine.  Right:  Escadrille Adjutant Bernie Dion and “Big Winner” 
Kendrick Gosselin show off their trophies.                             
                               Gosselin photos 

2012   Harfang   Challenge 
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9154 Eldorado Trail 

Strongsville, OH  44136 

PRSRT STD 

US POSTAGE 

PAID 

ERIE  PA 

PERMIT NO. 199        

Chris Starleaf has done it again!  His latest twin is a Cesna 310, and it’s a beauty.   All of the trim was done with cut tissue, and the affect is stun-
ning.  Best part is that you can build one too.  The plan for this 27.5” model is included in this issue.                                                         Starleaf photo 

Commander of the Harfang Escadrille, Ronnie Gosselin congratu-
lates Benedict Dion as he accepts the “Squadron Leader’s Choice” 
award at the 2012 Harfang Challenge.                            Gosselin photo 


















